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Abstract
Two-dimensional commutative Banach algebra B with a unit has a simple form: a C bB
for some fixed B in B and for a; b in C. When B is an operator algebra on a Hilbert space,
we show that the norm on B is explicitly determined and then B is a Q-algebra. Moreover,
we describe completely two-dimensional Q-algebras with their norms. © 2000 Published by
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let B be a two-dimensional commutative Banach algebra with a unit I . Hence
B D faI C bBI a; b 2 Cg. The following proposition shows that we can choose good
ones as B inB.
Proposition 1. Suppose B D faI C bBI a; b 2 Cg is a commutative Banach al-
gebra. Then B2 D I C B for some ;  2 C: If 2 C 4 =D 0; then B D faI C
bB0I a; b 2 Cg; where B20 D I . If 2 C 4 D 0; then B D faI C bB0I a; b 2 Cg;
where B20 D 0.
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Proof. Suppose B2 D I C B. If 2 C 4 =D 0; put B0 D a0I C b0B, where
a0 D − p
2 C 4 and b0 D
2p





I C (2a0b0 C b20B D I: If 2 C 4 D 0; put B0 D a0I C
b0B, where





I C (2a0b0 C b20B D 0: 
In Proposition 1, if 2 C 4 =D 0, then B D faP C bQI a; b 2 Cg, where P C
Q D I; P 2 D P and Q2 D Q: In fact P D .I C B0/=2 and Q D .I − B0/=2.
Two-dimensional semi-simple Banach algebras have been studied by Drury [3]
and Cole et al. [2].
In Section 2, when B is an operator algebra on a Hilbert space H , the norm of
I C B0 is given explicitly using ;  and kB0k: When B20 D I; this is a theorem of
Feldman et al. [4]. In Section 3, as a result in Section 2 we give a formula for a norm
on two-dimensional Q-algebra using a part metric and a norm of a bounded point
derivation. In Section 4, we consider the algebras C2 under a few multiplication.
2. Norm of I C B
In this section, assuming that B2 D I or B2 D 0 we give explicit formulae for
norms of I C B using ;  and kBk: Condition (1) of Theorem 1 is a theorem
of Feldman et al. [4] and condition (2) of Theorem 1 can be proved by [4]. We give
elementary proofs of them.
Theorem 1. Let B be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H .






















.2/ If B2 D 0; then




kBk2 C jj2 C
2
 kBk:
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Proof. (1) Set P D .I − B/=2 and Q D .I C B/=2. Then P C Q D I; P 2 D P;
PQ D 0 and I C B D . C /P C . − /Q D aP C bQ: Put H1 D PH and











on H D H1  H2, where Ij is an identity operator on Hj .j D 1; 2/ and C is a
bounded linear operator from H2 to H1: Hence,
I C B D





Suppose kI C Bk D γ; then NaI1 0
. Na − Nb/C NbI2
 





.γ 2 − jaj2/I1 . Nab − jaj2/C




.γ 2 − jaj2/kf k2 C 2Re. Nab − jaj2/hCg; f i
C.γ 2 − jbj2/kgk2 − ja − bj2kCgk2 > 0
for any f  g 2 H1  H2, where h ; i denotes the inner product on H . Therefore, it
is easy to see that








> j Nab − jaj2j  jhCg; f ij=kf k  kgk:
Taking the supremum over f and g with kf k 6 1 and kgk 6 1; we get that
.γ 2 − jaj2/1=2Tγ 2 − .jbj2 C ja − bj2kCk2/U1=2 > j Nab − jaj2j  kCk
and hence
γ 4 − .jaj2 C jbj2 C ja − bj2kCk2/γ 2 C jaj2jbj2 > 0:
Since γ 2 > max.jaj2; jbj2/ > jabj;
γ 2 > 1
2
f.jaj2 C jbj2 C ja − bj2kCk2/
C
q
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then .γ 2 − jaj2/1=2fγ 2 − .jbj2 C ja − bj2/  kCk2/1=2 D jNab − jaj2j kCk and hence
.γ 2 − jaj2/1=2





> j Nab − jaj2j  jhCg; f ij = kf k  kgk:














As  D 0 and  D 1; kBk D pkCk2 C 1 C kCk and hence kCk D .kBk2 − 1/=
2kBk: This implies condition (1).






on H D H1  H2;
where C is a bounded linear operator from H2 to H1: Hence,
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and hence
.γ 2 − jj2/I1 −NC




.γ 2 − jj2/kf k2 − 2Re NhCg; f i C .γ 2 − jj2/kgk2 − jj2kCgk2 > 0
for any f  g 2 H1  H2: Therefore, it is easy to see that
.γ 2 − jj2/1=2





> jj jhCg; f ijkf kkgk ;
and so
.γ 2 − jj2/.γ 2 − jj2 − jj2kCk2/ > jj2kCk2:
Then γ 2 > jj2 C jj2kCk2, because γ 2 > jj2: Since γ 4 − .2jj2 C jj2kCk2/γ 2
C jj4 > 0 and γ 2 > jj2 C jj2kCk2;
γ 2 > 1
2

.2jj2 C jj2kCk2/ C
q







kCk2 C jj2 C
2
 kCk:
As in the proof of condition (1),




kCk2 C jj2 C
2
 kCk
and so kBk D kCk: This implies condition (2). 
3. Two-dimensional Q-algebra
Let A be a uniform algebra and J a closed ideal of A. The quotient algebra A=J
is called a Q-algebra. It is known that if A=J is of two dimension, then J has one of
the following two forms:
J D ff 2 AI f .x/ D f .y/ D 0g;
where x and y are two points in the maximal ideal space M.A/ of A, or
J D ff 2 AI f .x/ D .f / D 0g;
where x 2 M.A/ and  is a bounded point derivation at x, that is,  is a bounded
linear functional on A such that .fg/ D f .x/.g/ C g.x/.f / for f; g 2 A: Put
.x; y/ D A.x; y/ D supfjf .y/jI f 2 A; f .x/ D 0; kf k1 6 1g
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and
!.x; / D !A.x; / D supfj.f /jI f 2 A; f .x/ D 0; kf k1 6 1g:
In Corollary 2, if the Hilbert space is of two dimension and B is semi-simple,
then it was proved by Drury [3] (see [2]).
Lemma 1. Let x; y be two points in M.A/ and  a bounded point derivation at x.
.1/ Suppose J D ff 2 AI f .x/ D f .y/ D 0g: If f1.x/ D 1 and f1.y/ D 0; then
kf1 C Jk D 1=.x; y/:
.2/ Suppose J D ff 2 AI f .x/ D .f / D 0g: If f0.x/ D 0 and .f0/ D 1; then
kf0 C Jk D 1=!.x; /:
Proof. (1) .f1/.y/ D 0 and .f1/.x/ D  , where  D .x; y/: By the definition
of  D .x; y/
kf1k1 > 1 and kf1 C Jk > 1:
There exists fgng in A with kgnk1 D 1 such that
gn.y/ D 0 and  − 1n 6 gn.x/ 6 
for n D 1; 2; : : : Put fn D gn=gn.x/. Then
1






Then fn.x/ D 1; fn.y/ D 0 and fn 2 f1 C J: Hence kf1 C Jk 6 1 − 1n and sokf1 C Jk 6 1: Thus kf1 C Jk D 1: Condition (2) follows from the same argu-
ment to condition (1). 
Theorem 2. Let x; y be two points in M.A/ and  a bounded point derivation at x:
.1/ If J D ff 2 AI f .x/ D f .y/ D 0g; then
kf C JkD






















where  D .x; y/:
.2/ If J D ff 2 AI f .x/ D .f / D 0g; then





C jf .x/j2 C
.f /2
 1!;
where ! D !.x; /:
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Proof. By a theorem of Cole [2], A=J is isometrically isomorphic to an algebra of
bounded operators on a Hilbert space H: Hence, there exists a unital homomorphism
from A to L.H/ such that kU.f /k D kf C Jk for all f 2 A; where kf C Jk is the
quotient norm of the coset f C J of f in A=J: Then J D kerU:
(1) By [5, Lemma 1],
U.f / D

f .x/I1 .f .x/ − f .y//C
0 f .y/I2

on H D H1  H2 for all f 2 A; where Ij is an identity operator on Hj .j D 1; 2/
and C is a bounded linear operator from H2 to H1: Then
U.f / D f .x/I C f .y/B;







By condition (1) of Theorem 1, we can give the norm of U.f / using f .x/; f .y/













By Lemma 1, kU.f1/k D kf1 C Jk D 1=.x; y/: Since kCk2 D kU.f1/k2 − 1
and kBk D pkCk2 C 1 C kCk; condition (1) of Theorem 1 implies condition (1) of
the proof.
(2) By [5, Lemma 1],
U.f / D

f .x/I1 .f /C
0 f .y/I2

on H D H1  H2 for all f 2 A: Then
U.f / D f .x/I C .f /B;







and so kBk D j.f /jkCk: By condition (2) of Theorem 1, we can give the norm of








By Lemma 1, kU.f0/k D kf0 C Jk D 1=!.x; / and so condition (2) of Theorem
1 implies condition (2) of the proof. 
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Corollary 1. Let A be an arbitrary uniform algebra and J a closed ideal of A: If
dim A=J D 2; then A=J is isometrically isomorphic to A=J; where A is the disc
algebra andJ is a closed ideal ofA
Proof. By Lemma 1, if dim A=J D 2, then J D ff 2 AI f .x/ D f .y/ D 0g or J D
ff 2 AI f .x/ D .f / D 0g: There exist two points x 0 and y 0 in M.A/ and a bound-
ed point derivation 0 at x 0 such that
A.x; y/ D A.x 0; y 0/ and !A.x; / D !A.x 0; 0/:
PutJ D ff 2AI f .x 0/ D f .y 0/ D 0g orJ D ff 2AI f .x 0/ D 0.f / D 0g: Then
by Theorem 2,A=J is isometrically isomorphic to A=I: 
Corollary 2. If a two-dimensional commutative Banach algebraB with a unit is an
operator algebra on a Hilbert space; thenB is a Q-algebra.
Proof. By Proposition 1, B D fI C BI ;  2 Cg with B2 D I or B2 D 0: By
Theorems 1 and 2,B is a Q-algebra. 
4. Q-algebra C2
C2 is an algebra under coordinate-wise multiplication and if k.;
/k D max.jj; jj/; then C2 is a Q-algebra. In this section, we consider the con-
verse. For elements .; / and .0;  0/ in C2; we introduce the following three kinds
of product:
1: .; /  .0;  0/ D .0;  0/;
2: .; /  .0;  0/ D .0 C  0; 0 C  0/;
3: .; /  .0;  0/ D .0; 0 C  0/:
Theorem 3. Let C2 be an algebra under one of the three kinds of products ;  and
:
.1/ fC2; k.; /kg is a Q-algebra under a product fg if and only if for some con-


















.2/ fC2; k.; /kg is a Q-algebra under a product fg if and only if for some con-
stant  > 0














.3/ fC2; k.; /kg is a Q-algebra under a product fg if and only if for some






















 jj − jj
2
2
for some  > 0: Then .1; 0/  .1; 0/ D .1; 0/; .0; 1/  .0; 1/ D .0; 1/; .1; 0/ C
.0; 1/ D .1; 1/ and k.1; 0/k D k.0; 1/k D p2 C 1: If P and Q are projections on a
Hilbert space with P C Q D I; and kPk D kQk D p2 C 1; then fC2; ; k.; /kg
is isometrically isomorphic to fP C QI ;  2 Cg: By Theorems 1 and 2, fC2; ;
k.; /kg is a Q-algebra. Conversely if fC2; k.; /kg is a Q-algebra under a product
fg; by a theorem of Cole [2] it is isometrically isomorphic to fP C QI ;  2 Cg,
where P and Q are projections on a Hilbert space, and P C Q D I: Theorem 1
determines the norm k.; /k:
Conditions (2) and (3) can be shown similarly to condition (1). 
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